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ARCIS-SUR-AUBE. 

 

Projects of the Emperor.  --On the 17th, in the evening, when he wrote through the Chief of Staff to Belliard,1 the 

Emperor had obviously thought to move by Semoine and by Arcis on Troyes and to send Macdonald, made 

available immediately after the retreat of the corps of the Allied Great Army, on to the left bank of the Seine, to join 

Marmont and Mortier beside Reims and Berry-au-Bac.  But on arriving at Fère-Champenoise, on the 18th, the 

Emperor renounced the movement on Troyes.  Not believing that Schwarzenberg would take so strongly a radical 

departure and would decide to quickly execute a retrograde movement on Arcis-sur-Aube, he had, on the first 

serious thought signaled by the Vth Corps on the right bank of the Aube, in the area of Arcis, of the guards and 

reserves beside Brienne and Lesmont, resolved to move on Plancy, to cross on to the left bank of the Aube.  Still 

debouching in time to fall onto the scattered corps of the army of Schwarzenberg, he wanted, before turning against 

the right wing of Generalissimo, to try to crush and take between two fires the remaining troops in the presence of 

Macdonald, who he sent, along with a notice of his march, the order to rejoin.2 

 

                                                           
1Records of Berthier: movement orders for Belliard, 17 March.  (Archives of the War.) 

 
2Chief of Staff to Macdonald, Fère-Champenoise, 9 March 9 h. 1/2 in the morning. (Archives of the War.) 
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19 March.  --Measures taken by Napoleon to cross the Aube at Plancy.  --The measures taken by the Emperor 

on evening of the 18th and at night on the 19th to ensure the crossing of the Aube, can still serve as a model.  The 

pontoon bridges, parked between Corroy and Fère-Champenoise were ordered to be placed in route at one in the 

morning, preceded by the brigade of Curély, the division of the united squadrons, to move with artillery reserve, by 

Faux-Fresnay on Plancy and Boulages.  The Emperor wanting to have, at eleven in the morning, four bridges over 

the Aube and, later, two over the Seine, or at least two bridges over the Aube, in which case the engineers could 

mend those of Plancy and of Boulages.  This double operation of the establishment of bridges of the Aube would be 

covered at Boulages by the Curély Brigade, at Plancy by the cavalry division of the Guard of General Colbert, who 

would cross everyone by a ford to scout on the side of Méry.  The cavalry division of Exelmans would support and 

rejoin that of Colbert at Plancy while the cavalry of Letort and the other brigade and combined squadrons with the 

infantry of the Imperial Guard awaited the Emperor at Salon:  Ney coming from Mailly by Villiers-Herbisse and 

Champfleury, flanked on his left by the cavalry of General Defrance, covered in line by the dragoons and horse 

grenadiers of the Guard, joining between Salon and Plancy.  The Duke of Tarente received orders to push faster on  

Plancy and Arcis-sur-Aube.3 

 

Movements of the Allied Great Army.  --Positions of guards and reserves.  --As the small army of the Emperor 

performed these movements, the corps of the Allied Great Army, conforming to the disposition from 18 March in 

the evening, was placed in march to be closer to the position of Trannes.  But this concentration could only take 

place when the left wing (IIIrd, IVth and VIth Corps) would have decreased the distance which separated it from the 

right wing; the latter would itself remain almost motionless until the arrival into the line on the Aube of troops in 

sufficient strength to fill a void that an adversary such that of the Emperor would not have failed to notice which he 

would have benefited by being thrown between the corps Schwarzenberg.  

 

Despite the events of the day, it was far from clear yet to see through the game of the Emperor.  According to 

information provided by the partisans, it was believed Napoleon was in march on Épernay and Vertus against the 

right of the Great Army, and it was assumed that he had been joined by the corps of Oudinot and Macdonald, from 

Provins.4 

 

In the morning, Prince Schwarzenberg had transferred his headquarters from Arcis-sur-Aube to Pougy.  The 

Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia remained at Troyes.  The Emperor of Austria had gone to settle in Bar-

sur-Seine. The guards and reserves were posted in three lines around Perthes, the right in Perthes-en-Rothière, the 

left between Brienne and Lesmont, covered in Braux-le-Comte by a cavalry division, whose outposts were 

established along the Meldançon at Sainte-Thuise, Donnement and Saint-Léger-sous-Margerie, and whose patrols 

were pushing towards Arcis, Mailly, Poivres, Sainte-Suzanne and Sompuis.  An advantage provided by this cavalry, 

was maintaining communications with Vitry.  Two battalions, three squadrons and four cannons guarded the 

confluence of the Aube and the Voire. 

 

Positions of the Vth Corps and Kaisarov.  --Wrede, who was to hold on as long as possible on the Aube, delay the 

march of the French columns and give the IIIrd, IVth and VIth Corps time to reach Troyes, took advantage of the 

morning to complete making his defensive measures.  The Bavarian field marshal placed his troops in echelon on 

the left bank of the river, where he cut the bridges and the fords which he monitored.  The Austrian brigade of 

Volkmann, who was charged with guarding of Arcis, barricaded the streets leading to the river and put its gun 

battery on the castle terrace.  The troops under the orders of Frimont were established: the division of Spleny 

between Arcis and Villette; that of Antoine Hardegg, from Torcy-le-Grand to Saint-Nabord.  Further upstream, 

Rechberg and the cavalry of brigade of Vieregg was in echelon from Vaupoisson to Chaudrey where an infantry 

brigade, with eight squadrons, a field and a positional battery, guarded the crossing of the Aube.  Behind it, the La 

Motte Division and cavalry brigade of Diez had two battalions, two squadrons and a battery at Nogent-sur-Aube, 

and the rest of their troops along the river, to Pougy and to Coclois.  All along this line, cavalry pickets guarded the 

fords, and Wrede, who had established himself in Nogent-sur-Aube, had given the order to Frimont to bring his 

                                                           
3Correspondence, nos 21518 and 21520.  --Records of Berthier, 19 March, 5 h. 1/2 in the morning, orders to Ney, to 

Drouot; 6 o'clock in the morning, to Berckheim; 8 o'clock, to Sebastiani; 11 o'clock to Macdonald.  --Ney, order of 

movement, Mailly, 19 March. (Archives of the War.) 

 
4STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haut-Armee im Monate März.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1.) 
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Austrians on the positions occupied by Rechberg, as soon as French would have forced their way in to Arcis.5 

 

Downstream of Arcis, Kaisarov had come on the orders of Wrede, to take a position, at three in the morning, to 

Rhèges and was connected on the right with Spleny, on the side of Villette, on the left, Méry, with the vanguard of 

Rayevsky.  His positions, supported by the cannon, guarded the fords and watched the movements of the French on 

the right bank.  Kaisarov would, if the French managed to force their way into Plancy, fall back on the left wing 

Spleny.6 

 

On the far right, Tettenborn marching on Châlons while the Russians of Lambert and Davidoff and the Prussians of 

Schwichow were preparing in any event to defend Vitry. 

 

March and counter march of the IIIrd Corps.  --On the left wing, the IIIrd Corps achieved the movements 

prescribed the day before by the Crown Prince of Württemberg.  Crenneville had sent to Bray a detachment that was 

to scout from the side of Montereau.  Having learned in this way from a party that Seslavin had occupied Sens and 

held at Pont-sur-Yonne an outpost whose riders scoured the plateau around Montereau.  The bulk of the Crenneville 

Division, arriving at Nogent, had relieved the Württemberg brigade of Misany which after falling back and filing on 

the pontoon bridges, had been directed on Les Grez to rejoin with the IVth Corps.  An Austrian squadron guarded 

Pont-le-Roi. 

 

Gyulay, directed on Nogent, had already left Avon-la-Pèze and Charmoy with his other two divisions (Fresnel and 

Weiss), when he received the order from the Crown Prince of Württemberg, sent in the night, to make a half turn 

and to settle on the heights of Montgueux leaving his rear guard at Grez and some squadrons from the division of 

Crenneville at Nogent and at Pont-le-Roi.  These squadrons were to be placed in march in the night of the 19th to 

20th and then to fall back, either on the bulk of their division which had orders to take position at Pavillon or on the 

light division of Maurice Liechtenstein, in the situation they would have been cut off.  Seslavin was, moreover, to 

look to get up in the day to Nogent and Pont-le-Roi, to relieve the squadrons of Crenneville and provide an 

observation cordon of cavalry on the Seine, while continuing to ensure communications with Maurice Liechtenstein 

being pushed more and more on the road to Dijon. 

 

Upon receipt of this order, that he communicated without delay to Crenneville, Gyulay continued with his two 

divisions on the way to Troyes.  The Weiss Division established the 19th at night to the west of Montgueux, one of 

the Fresnel brigades to the north of this point, at La Grange-Évêque, Barberey-Saint-Sulpice and La Chapelle-Saint-

Luc; the others remained at the Pavillon with orders to expect the return of the light division of Crenneville. 

 

Seslavin, who Gyulay had prescribed to move from Sens by Villeneuve-l'Archevêque on Bar-sur-Seine, received his 

instructions so late that despite having left in haste from Sens and Pont-sur-Yonne, he could not arrive at Troyes 

until the 20th in the afternoon. 

 

Maurice Liechtenstein, that was now wanted directed by Montbard on Dijon, was overtaken on the 19th, at Tonnerre, 

by a dispatch of Gyulay dated the 18th from Villeneuve-l'Archevêque, informing him of the march of the IIIrd Corps 

on Nogent and the IVth on Provins.  At this news, Liechtenstein had moved on Saint-Florentin where he had thought 

to push the next day on Joigny.  Compelled by the late hour to stop in Saint-Florentin, he received there the order 

from Gyulay requiring him to come back towards Dijon.  The 20th in the morning, his light division returned 

following the route from Tonnerre. 

 

Movements of the IVth and VIth Corps.  --In the IVth Corps, the Crown Prince of Württemberg had left a rear 

guard in La Malmaison, two battalions of Austrian grenadiers and two squadrons of Archduke Ferdinand Hussars at 

Méry.  These troops were responsible for collecting the Crenneville Division of the IIIrd Corps, the vanguard of the 

VIth Corps at Pahlen's orders and cover the movement of the bridges relieved at in Nogent-sur-Seine and Pont-le-

Roi.  The bulk of the IVth Corps was beyond Troyes. 

 

                                                           
5TAXIS, Tagebuch (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32), and STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-

Armee im Monate März (Ibid., III, 1). 

 
6Kaisarov to Prince Schwarzenberg, Rhèges, 19 March, 3 o'clock in the morning. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 355.) 
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Rayevsky, at the head of the troops Gorchakov, left Méry and fell back on Troyes, while Prince Eugene of 

Württemberg went from Mériot by Pont-le-Roi, heading in the same direction.  Pahlen, forming a rearguard, 

remained a few more hours on the latter  point and did not get on the road until after attending to the departure of the 

pontoon bridges.  The Rayevsky column head did not begin to file by Troyes until about 9 o'clock at night and took 

up a position at Saint-Parres-aux-Tertres.  Prince Eugene of Württemberg, after crossing the Seine at Villacerf, 

stopped at 10 o'clock in the morning at the gates of Troyes, at Pont-Sainte-Marie.  Pahlen arrived an hour later, after 

a forced march over 14 leagues.7 

 

The morning had been quiet.  The Emperor had taken advantage of the first hours of the day to prepare the crossing 

of the Aube, and the Generalissimo, encouraged by this momentary respite, renouncing the concentration behind 

Trannes and Bar-sur-Aube that he had intended by the disposition of the evening of the 18th, decided to try to mass 

the 20 March, under the protection of guards and reserves posted on the Voire, all his forces on the right bank of the 

Aube. 

 

Second dispositions of Schwarzenberg.  --Still believing that the Emperor had continued to head on Brienne to 

threaten from there the lines of communication of his army, Schwarzenberg hoped to spare in this way the need to 

operate against the left of the Emperor while approaching somewhat the Army of Silesia.  With a disposition dated 

at 9 o'clock in the morning from Pougy,8 he gave the order to the Vth Corps to provide, from the 20th in the morning, 

outposts on the line from Braux-le-Comte and Aulnay, occupy again more forward Donnement and Dommartin-le-

Coq, pushing patrols on Corbeil, Dampierre and Ramerupt, hold Arcis with sufficient forces there to prevent the 

passage of the river and to mass between Coclois and Pougy.  The guards and reserves, responsible for monitoring 

the passages of the Nay, were to serve as support to the outposts. 

 

The VIth Corps had orders to come by Lesmont to join on the Voire the guards, whose main body remained around 

Perthes-en-Rothière. 

 

The IVth Corps continued its movement on Piney and Précy-Notre-Dame. 

 

The Gyulay rearguard mission was to stick to Troyes as long as possible; but the bulk of the IIIrd Corps had to take 

position between Montier-Amey and Vendeuvre. 

 

The Cossacks of Seslavin would, in this case, watch the Seine, and Kaisarov would have the mission to observe the 

course of this river from Méry to the confluence of the Aube.  So it seems that at the time he sent this second 

disposition, Schwarzenberg was still trying to cope with both the side of Troyes and the side of Brienne.  Although 

he had to be aware that the small size of the French army did not permit a similar enterprise, he feared that 

Macdonald pushed on Troyes, Vendeuvre and Bar-sur-Aube while the Emperor would have operated on the right 

bank of the Aube on Lesmont and on Brienne.  Finally, an officer of the general staff of each army corps had to be 

available at the headquarters at noon to receive the decisive orders more accurately detailing the positions assigned 

to each of the major units. 

 

A pontoon bridge was immediately started to be thrown downstream of Précy-Notre-Dame.  Everything continued 

to be quiet and at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, the Crown Prince of Württemberg wrote from Méry to the 

Generalissimo:  "Nothing to report, except a few cannon shots exchanged this morning on the side of Plancy.  

Pahlen crossed again on to the left bank of the Seine without being disturbed, and everything leads me to believe we 

will be able, without hindrance, to pull back the two pontoon bridges." 

 

The Crown Prince of Württemberg had not yet received the second disposition.  Misled by the quiet that had not 

ceased to reign during the morning of the 19th, he believed so little in the presence and the proximity of the bulk of 

the French forces, the imminence of serious offensive operations, he added "As my rear guard, the pontoon bridge 

crews and IIIrd corps made such a long stopping point today, I think, unless otherwise ordered, to only move myself 

tomorrow from Troyes on Vendeuvre and stop the IIIrd Corps at Montier-Amey."  By the moment he finished this 

dispatch, the Crown Prince had just been informed by General Ilovaysky of the appearance of some French 

                                                           
7STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1.) 

 
8Disposition of  Schwarzenberg, Pougy, 19 March, 9 o'clock in the morning. (Ibid., III, 349.) 
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squadrons on the left bank of the Aube, at Plancy; but he was content to note this information without attaching any 

importance to it. 

 

The dispatches sent at about the same time by Wrede, from Nogent-sur-Aube, to headquarters, were also more 

reassuring.  The reports of Frimont and Kaisarov did not report any disturbing movement and the Bavarian Field 

Marshal added: "The enemy does not appear on the road to Châlons; it does nothing towards Vitry.  I conclude that 

it has fallen back or, at least, it has stopped its forward movement." 

 

But at that time already, the situation had completely changed in appearance.  The Generalissimo, on receipt of a 

note from Kaisarov telling him that the French cavalry had crossed the Aube at Plancy, hastened to cancel the 

disposition of the morning. 

 

Wanting, above all, to avoid partial commitments, he did not lose a moment to inform the Crown Prince of 

Württemberg of the movements of French and reinstate the disposition of the 18th in the evening, under which the 

IVth Corps and troops of the left wing had to take on the 20th, the route from Vendeuvre. 

 

Motives for the movement of the Emperor on Plancy.  --If the Emperor had been suspecting confusion, disarray, 

irresolution that had prevailed, especially during the two last days, at the headquarters of the Allies, it is more than 

likely that he would not have renounced his original project for him to maneuver between the Aube and the Marne. 

He could have then, marching straight on Arcis, by crossing the river and pushing straight on Troyes, crushed much 

of the Great Army and fallen on it when its isolated and scattered corps trying to get closer to each other and 

concentrate. 

 

Obliged to base his deployments on verified data and not able to take into account the morale factors, which were 

also unknown to him, he still hoped that the precipitation with which the Allies were accustomed to withdraw before 

him , would lead, once again, to a disorder which he would not fail to take advantage, and he decided to execute a 

flank march on Plancy.  After crossing the Aube on this point, he thought to fall on the flanks of the columns, 

scattered and in retreat from the army of Schwarzenberg, and it was obviously to deceive his opponent that he 

directed his left column under Ney's orders, on Arcis.  If marching on Plancy he tried to get closer to Macdonald, he 

especially wanted to make sure of the possession of the key point of Arcis.  This was all the more to get there before 

the troops of Wrede as the presence of the large Austro-Bavarian at Arcis would greatly compromise the success of 

his operations on the Aube.  We can admit that moving a portion of his small army on Plancy, the Emperor sought to 

be allowed an opportunity to separate the left wing of the Great Army from its reserves.  Finally, we must recognize, 

secondly, that the Emperor, in doing so, continued, above all, in the realization of another project. 

 

Determined to attack his opponent, still hoping to reach to beat each of its corps separately, he needed above all to 

ensure a debouchment and to make, as soon as possible, a strong foothold on the left bank of the Aube. 

 

Another consideration was also able to exert some influence on the mind of the Emperor and persuade him to 

execute, first the crossing the river at Plancy, instead of trying to push in front of him, with all his men, on Arcis.  It 

is indeed important to remember that one had intercepted the order, requiring Rayevsky of, coming from his post on 

the 18th in the evening from Charny-le-Bachot to Villette.  The Emperor therefore had every reason to think that at 

the crossing of Plancy, he would find little or nothing before him.  Taking advantage of the existing void in the lines 

of Schwarzenberg, he thought of reaching the establish positions at the heart of the Allies. At last, once master of 

crossings of Plancy and Méry, he could maneuver at his option, either on the Aube or the on Seine. 

 

Combat of Plancy.  --The corps of the Allied right wing were coming to settle in the camp, at the positions 

indicated by the disposition of Schwarzenberg, when, between one and two o'clock in the afternoon, the vanguard of 

Sebastiani debouched from Courcemain and chased before it the Cossack posts, that appeared on the right bank of 

the Aube.  At two in the afternoon, twelve heavy caliber cannons traversed through Plancy, coming to be placed in 

battery vis-à-vis from Charny.  After a fairly brisk cannonade, they had silenced the six guns of Kaisarov, who was 

obliged to remove his artillery, while the cavalry of Sebastiani began the crossing of the last arm of the Aube at 

Charny:  "I have attacked the first squadrons," Kaisarov, 9  wrote at this attempt "and have overthrown them under 

                                                           
9Kaisarov to Schwarzenberg, Villette, 19 March; original in French.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III. 358.) 
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the fire from their cannons, which, in turn, made me turn back, the French cavalry is increasing every minute.  From 

there, I have limited myself to observe the movements of the enemy, and for three hours, the right bank of the Aube, 

by the way of Fère-Champenoise, was covered with cavalry, infantry and artillery, which defiled continuously." 

 

At five o'clock, the French, helped by locals, repaired the bridges of Plancy, their artillery and their infantry crossing 

immediately while cavalry parties filed on Méry10 'and Kaisarov went into retreat by Rhèges and Bessy towards 

Arcis.  His Cossacks were pressed by the divisions of Exelmans and Colbert, only having to retrace their steps and 

recross at a trot the defile of Pouan.  His artillery had preceded to this point and placed in battery on the right bank 

of Barbuise.  Its fire allowed Kaisarov time to slow and stop the pursuit of the cavalrymen of Sebastiani, by setting 

fire to the village. 

 

Night had fallen in the meantime11 and unable to file his squadrons through the smoking ruins of Pouan and bring, 

by another way, his artillery on to the right bank of the Barbuise, Sebastiani was forced to stop.  The bulk of his 

cavalry remained with him at Bessy12; he only left before Pouan 300 horses:  "Despite a rain of grenades (sic) that 

fell into my horse," again says Kaisarov,13 "my artillery and my Cossack stood firm, and the enemy was forced to 

give up its attacks, withdrawing its squadrons from its side of the village of Pouan, in the midst of which I had 

wanted at this moment for my positions, pending orders from His Excellency Marshal Count Wrede." 

 

As soon as he was aware of the crossing of the French cavalry at Plancy, Wrede had, in the afternoon, given Frimont 

the order to rectify his position while distributing his troops so as to collect Kaisarov.  The dragoons of Knesevich 

and the uhlans of Schwarzenberg installed until then on the left bank of the Aube between Arcis and Saint-Nabord, 

came later in the afternoon to settle in Villette, their right resting on the Aube.  The hussars of the Szeckler and 

Archduke Joseph were deployed at the same time a little behind Villette facing the road to Saint-Étienne-sous-

Barbuise.  Two Austrian infantry battalions occupied Arcis; a battalion of jäger, Grand and Petit Torcy.  Finally, the 

five Austrian battalions of the brigade of Volkmann served by the reserve cavalry departed at five o'clock.14 

 

At seven in the evening, a brisk cannonade had been heard at Pouan coming from beside Méry, and as Sebastiani 

had almost immediately renounced his attempts at crossing of the Barbuise it had naturally been thought that after 

doing a simple demonstration against Arcis, the French proposed to focus their efforts against Méry and push from 

there towards Troyes.  It was, however, as we will see later, from a reconnaissance directed on Méry by the Emperor 

himself at the head of the cavalry division of Letort and the service squadrons. 

 

                                                           
10TAXIS, Tagebuch  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32) and STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der 

Haupt-Armee im Monate März  (Ibid., III, 1).  --Sebastiani to the Chief of Staff, Bessy, 19 March, 9 o'clock in the 

evening. (Archives of the War.) 

 
11 Ibid. 

 
12 TAXIS, Tagebuch  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32) and STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der 

Haupt-Armee im Monate März  (Ibid., III, 1).  --Sebastiani to the Chief of Staff, Bessy, 19 March, 9 o'clock in the 

evening. (Archives of the War.) 

 
13Kaisarov to Schwarzenberg, Villette, 19 March. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 358.) 

 

There  should be a correction on this point in that Sebastiani's report claims to have followed the Cossacks up to 

Villette.  The French cavalry outposts did not set foot the 19th in the evening on the right bank of the Barbuise and 

did not push on to Villette.  Kaisarov had been rallied and supported at the output of Pouan by the Austro-Bavarian 

Vth Corps.  "The French," says Taxis who was on the scene and immediately went to report the events to Wrede, 

"but clung to this small success and stopped at Pouan." 

 
14TAXIS, Tagebuch (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32), STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-

Armee im Monate März (Ibid., III, 1) and Report of Field Marshal Lieutenant Spleny on the events of 19 and 20 

March, dated from Rungis, 8 April 1814. 
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Wrede corrects the position of the Vth Corps.  --In the meantime, Wrede had, indeed, changed the position of 

Bavarian troops of the Vth Corps and had made them to face the side of Arcis and of the Barbuise.  As night had 

fallen completely, Frimont brought the dragoons of Knesevich and the uhlans of Schwarzenberg from Villette on the 

left wing of the Austrians of Hardegg and of the posts of Spleny behind the road from Arcis to Troyes and relieved 

at Villette by the cavalry brigade of Geramb.  The lines of Hardegg and Spleny now extended from the vicinity of 

Arcis to near Saint-Remy-sous-Barbuise.  With the approach of the French, the Vth Corps had completely abandoned 

the right bank of the Aube and cut the bridge of Arcis. 

 

Kaisarov only left the left bank of the Barbuise and around Pouan later in the evening.  He first called back his 

outposts on Villette where he found two squadrons of the hussars of Archduke Joseph, whose outposts extended up 

to the Barbuise and went to establish itself on the left of the Spleny division between St. Rémy-sous-Barbuise and 

Voué.  By the time the cavalry of Sebastiani was stopped on the banks of the Barbuise, the right wing of the army of 

Schwarzenberg in fact occupied the following positions: the Vth Corps covered on the left bank of the Aube all the 

space between Pouan and Pougy and the guards and reserves ready to march at the first signal were its reserve and 

support behind the Voire. 

 

At the far right of Schwarzenberg Tettenborn,15 with two regiments of Cossacks had just occupied, without 

resistance, Châlons where the Prince of La Moskowa could not leave a garrison.  His parties were preparing to push 

during the day in the direction of Reims, Épernay and Vatry. 

 

First dispatch of the Generalissimo to the Crown Prince of Württemberg.  --At the moment when 

Schwarzenberg had received the dispatch at Pougy in which Kaisarov informed him that the French, after crossing 

on to the left bank of the Aube at Plancy, had debouched from Rhèges on Bessy, there was, for the very reason that 

one didn't know the alternative directions that the Emperor could give the bulk of his army, concern about the 

situation and the fate of the corps of the left wing.  Although covered by the course of the Seine, the corps were still 

far from having effected their concentration and pulled back everyone for this reason on Troyes.  The Emperor 

could, indeed, seriously challenge their march during the day of 19th; but there was every reason to fear from him a 

movement that would have seriously undermined what these corps were expected to execute the next day to move 

from the environs of Troyes by Piney on Lesmont. 

 

Towards evening, the Generalissimo, in informing the Crown Prince of Württemberg, knew at the time of the 

movements of French in front of Plancy, added to this communication the vague instructions. "I cannot," he wrote, 

"for now, tell you the direction to give your columns.  You alone are able to know the points that your corps can 

reach tonight.  If your column heads were able to arrive tomorrow morning at nine o'clock on the line Onjon-Sacey, 

it would be appropriate to continue marching on Lesmont and Précy-Saint-Martin.  To cover this movement, the Vth 

Corps will take position on the line of Mesnil-Lettre-Longsols.  However, if subsequent information and enemy 

movements alter the situation, you would have to comply with the earlier dispositions and go by Vendeuvre on Bar-

sur-Aube.  In this case, all the cavalry of the Vth Corps would remain between Arcis and Piney and the Austro-

Bavarian infantry occupy Lesmont." 

Third disposition of Schwarzenberg.  --Order to attack the French army on 20 March.  --Schwarzenberg 

hesitated again, and this time it was not surprising to see him thinking for a few hours before making a resolution.  

The maneuver of the Emperor had barely begun.  The information he had only reported cavalry movements.  With 

an opponent like Napoleon, he had to expect everything, and the affair at Plancy could well pass for a diversion 

intended to put him off scent, to mislead, while, hiding behind a cavalry screen movement, the Emperor would have 

sought to crush the 20th the corps of the left wing scattered on the side of Troyes.  The situation was serious, the 

moments precious.  But for the second time in the course of this campaign, Schwarzenberg was going to show up at 

the height of the event.  The reports of Kaisarov had proved to the Generalissimo that he had more to fear than a 

movement against his right; but the events of Plancy and Pouan were not likely to reveal the specific purpose of the 

subsequent operations of the Emperor.  Also Schwarzenberg, in producing an exact account of the situation, 

recognizing the danger he would face leaving the French army foothold on the left bank of the Aube, decided, in the 

early hours of the day of the 19th in changing again his dispositions and resolved to attack the next day Napoleon. 

 

Instead of retiring to Trannes, or more or less on the Voire, the Great Army was massed between the Aube and the 

Seine around Arcis. 

                                                           
15Tettenborn to Schwarzenberg Notre-Dame-de-Thorn, 19 March, 7 o'clock at night. 
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At 9 o'clock at night, before having received the reports from Frimont, Wrede and Kaisarov, that would make 

current the course of the events of the 19th by the evening, the Generalissimo sent from the headquarters at Pougy a 

third disposition: the order to take the offensive and to concentrate the next day of the 20th at Arcis. 

 

"General Kaisarov tells me," (as begins the order of the Generalissimo16) "that the enemy has crossed the Aube and 

occupied Rhèges.  It is still unclear the strength of the corps that have gained a foothold on the left bank of the river, 

and the direction they follow.  The Generalissimo proposes, therefore, to concentrate his army as quickly as possible 

and to achieve this goal by moving out to meet the enemy, who want to pierce en mass between the Aube and the 

Seine." 

 

"After having entrusted a part of his troops with the task of guarding Troyes and monitoring the course of the Seine, 

the Crown Prince of Württemberg will promptly move with the IIIrd, IVth and VIth Corps on Charmont, where his 

column head will make by 9 o'clock and where he will receive the order setting his subsequent movements." 

 

"The cavalry of these corps will cover the march of the columns; but it will avoid any engagement with the enemy 

until the general attack.  It will confine itself in the meantime to reconnoiter the enemy by parties under the orders of 

leaders already familiar with such missions." 

 

"In the likely event that the Crown Prince of Württemberg would move with his corps on Plancy, the point to which 

the Vth Corps, supported by guards and reserves, also head, the cavalry will connect with that of Frimont posted 

between Nozay and Saint-Etienne-sous-Barbuise." 

 

"As I plan to act mainly by my artillery, the batteries should be placed in columns so that you can open fire from the 

beginning of the fight. The reserve artillery will be held nearby, to be able to break the resistance of the enemy by 

the superiority of our fire." 

 

"From the beginning of the affair, the infantry placed in the front line will deploy.  The second line and the reserves 

will be formed in battalion columns.  The infantry will preferably mass at the points where it will operate." 

 

"The cavalry will be held as much as possible concentrated so as to oppose the forces at least equal to the enemy 

cavalry which usually operates in mass." 

 

"The artillery will deploy in checkered fashion because the deployment is likely to antagonize the action of the 

enemy cavalry." 

 

"The cavalry of the Vth Corps will be at 9 o'clock in the morning in position between Arcis and Charmont and link to 

that of the IIIrd, IVth and VIth Corps.  The infantry of the corps will form at the same time its columns of attack at 

Nogent-sur-Aube; its head held up at Chaudrey." 

"The cavalry of the Guard will deploy at the same time in support of the Vth Corps in Mesnil-Lettre.  The infantry of 

the Guard and reserves will cross at Lesmont and Précy-Saint-Martin on to the left bank of the Aube.  Their column 

head must be in position at 9 o'clock on the line of Longsols-Onjon." 

 

"I will take myself to Mesnil-Lettre, where one will have to send me the reports."17 

 

Affair of Méry.  --Surprise of Archduke Ferdinand Hussars. -- While the Generalissimo without hesitation took 

a resolution that would have a decisive influence on the outcome of the campaign, his left wing had already spent 

several hours struggling with some of the French cavalry.  As of 5 o'clock in the evening, the Emperor, at the head 

of a column of cavalry composed of the divisions of Letort and Berckheim and the service squadrons, had quickly 

moved from Plancy on Méry, where he arrived around 7 o'clock.  The Crown Prince of Württemberg, whose cavalry 

had already fallen back on Troyes, had only left on the right bank of the Seine in front of Méry two battalions of 

Austrian grenadiers and two squadrons of the Archduke Ferdinand Hussars who, after cutting the bridge, retired at 

                                                           
16Disposition of Schwarzenberg, Pougy, 19 March, 9 o'clock at night. (Journal of Received Pieces, no 521.) 
17Schwarzenberg, dispositions for 20 March.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 376.) 
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the approach of the French on the left bank.  Although the French artillery was immediately put in battery, the 

Austrian grenadiers were maintained for a few hours on their positions and retreated to Troyes, in the course of the 

evening, at the formal order of the Crown Prince. 

 

A squadron of Archduke Ferdinand Hussars in observation beside Méry, was surprised shortly after the departure of 

grenadiers, slashed, tumbled and almost entirely wiped out by the cavalrymen of Letort riders who crossed the Seine 

by a ford.18 

 

Affair of Nogent.  --Further downstream, the French had become, almost without resistance, masters of the 

crossings of the Seine at Nogent and Bray. 

 

At the moment Crenneville was ordered to leave the left bank of the Seine and fall back on Pavillon, after having cut 

the bridge and put the pontoon bridges en route to Troyes, he had left in Nogent, three companies of military border 

infantry responsible for monitoring the passage until nightfall. 

 

Around 5 o'clock in the evening, the troops of General Gérard skirmished with the Croats who joining in route a 

detachment Crenneville had left at Méry, retreated hastily on Pavillon where they rallied with their division at 

midnight.  The pontoon bridges from Nogent arrived safely at Troyes at the 20th in the morning.19 

 

Affair of Châtres.  --Taking of the pontoon bridges.  --The pontoon bridges which served to establish a crossing 

at Pont-le-Roi were less happy.  Pahlen, having left the vicinity of Mériot around noon, was forced to wait for a 

while for some of his detachments and could not begin to fall back to the bridge until after 1:30 in the afternoon. 

Between 4 and 5 o'clock, the wagons were loaded, and Pahlen, instead of escorting the equipment with an infantry 

brigade and the rearguard cavalry of the VIth Corps, took these troops with him on the old road leading to Saint -

Martin de Bossenay.  The pontoon bridge equipment began, on his orders, unescorted on the main road from Troyes 

by Châtres that he still believed absolutely free (of French).  The Russian general had evidently feared to see this 

bridge equipment stuck on the side roads leading to Saint-Martin-de-Bossenay; but he had committed a serious 

indiscretion by allowing them to march unescorted.  Intercepted around Châtres by a squadron of Chasseurs à 

Cheval of the Guard, the pontoon bridge equipment fell entirely into the hands of the cavalrymen of Letort whose 

parties scoured the whole countryside along the Seine from Châtres up to Grez.20 

 

Positions of the French Army on the evening of 19 March.  --Immediately after the affair of Méry, the Emperor 

had returned with the service squadrons to Plancy, where he spent the night with the infantry of his Guard encamped 

on both sides of the Aube.  The cavalry of Sebastiani had stopped at Pouan; that of Letort and Berckheim was 

between Châtres and Les Grez.  The column of Ney arrived at 4 o'clock in the afternoon on the banks of the Aube, 

camping: the infantry of Janssens behind the Rivarelle farm, the light cavalry division of General Defrance at 

Viâpres-Legrand , scouting up to Arcis-sur-Aube. 

 

Macdonald had left on the 19th in the morning, his positions west of Provins and pushed forward his cavalry who 

followed the retirement of Pahlen and bordered the right bank of the Seine.  On his left, cavalry parties were sent 

into the countryside anew scouring it in the directions of La Ferte-Gaucher and Sézanne.  The bulk of his infantry, 

leaving Cucharmoy, La Maison Rouge and Donnemarie, had crossed Provins and in the evening ranged from 

                                                           
18Operational Journal of the IVth Corps of operations Journal bodies by General Count Baillet de La Tour.  (K. K. 

Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 56..); STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März 

(Ibid., III, 1). 

 
19Macdonald to the Chief of Staff, Villenauxe, 19 March, 9 o'clock night, and General Amey to General Molitor, 

Bray Bridge, 19 March, 4 o'clock in the afternoon (Archives of the War).  --Colonel Count Baillet de La Tour to the 

Crown Prince of Württemberg, Feuges, 20 March (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 367 b). 

 
20Colonel of the Chasseurs à Cheval of the Guard to the Chief of Staff, Châtres, night of 19 to 20 March (Archives of 

the War), and Colonel Count Baillet de La Tour to the Crown Prince of Württemberg, Feuges. 20 March (K. K. 

Kriegs Archiv., III,  369 b). 
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Marcilly-sur-Seine, through Villenauxe and Montpothier to Saint-Martin-Chennetron that was occupied by the 

troops of the 7th and 11th Corps.  The 2nd Corps (Gérard) had resumed its former positions along the side of the Seine 

from Nogent and from Pont-le-Roi. 

 

If the Marshal had started this offensive movement twenty-four hours earlier, he would not have needed to apologize 

in writing to the Chief of Staff, "The retreat of the enemy was so rapid that we have been left out of reach."21 If he 

had strongly pushed forward, if, the day before, he had seriously grasped what he had before him instead of sitting 

almost motionless between La Maison Rouge and Villaines, he would certainly have managed to at least catch and 

to manhandle the cavalry of Pahlen. 

 

Allix had received from the Duke of Tarente the order to reoccupy Sens evacuated by the Allies and guard Pont-sur-

Yonne, Villeneuve-sur-Yonne and Joigny.  A brigade of the division of Pacthod occupied Montereau; the other was 

in march on Bray and was to relieve General Amey, who was entrusted with the task of holding Nogent-sur-Seine. 

 

It is obvious, and correspondence of the Emperor is there to prove it, that Napoleon, by moving from the Marne on 

the Aube, had only intended to divert Schwarzenberg from Paris.  He hoped that, as in the aftermath of Montereau, 

only his appearance to the Generalissimo would be enough to convince him to retreat to Chaumont.  As soon as the 

Allied Great Army would have started retiring, the Emperor was to implement the long-cherished idea: to fall back 

to the East, gathering to himself the garrisons of the towns, moving the theater of war and operating in the rear, on 

the Allied lines of communication. 

 

The Emperor's thought to march by Arcis on Vitry.  --Since the crossing of the Marne, only an act of nature 

could make the Emperor change his plans.  Blücher was too ill to take effective command of the Army of Silesia and 

imprint on the operations of this army the activity and force which it had been unaccustomed to since Laon.  On 

their side, Marmont and Mortier still seemed able to stand up to the timid and disjointed enterprises of Gneisenau.  

At Plancy, the Emperor had only found before him that the Cossacks he had manhandled the day before at Fère-

Champenoise, and who, without opposing with a very serious resistance had recrossed at Pouan on to the left bank 

of the Aube.  At Méry, a rearguard had been met.  In heading in that direction, the Emperor had wanted to check the 

accuracy of the information provided by his cavalry and the peasants, and get closer to Macdonald and Oudinot.  He 

now knew that Schwarzenberg, warned of his movement he had not expected and had started retreating 

immediately.  He renounced, consequently, the march to Troyes and to Brienne, that he had proposed to undertake, 

as he had believed in the possibility of arriving on the left bank of the Seine, in time to prevent the Allied corps 

going from Nogent to defile on Brienne or on Bar-sur-Aube. 

He had so little intended to make a general concentration of his corps in the presence of the Allied army, and give 

him battle, even before knowing that Marmont had fallen back on Fismes and Winzingerode had entered Reims, that 

he marched by both banks of the Aube to go up by Arcis-sur-Aube on Sompuis and Vitry, where he had established 

his headquarters.  The capture of pontoon bridges at Châtres had yet confirm the idea of the general retreat of the 

Allied Great Army on Chaumont and on Langres, and brought him to think that, true to his principles of prudence 

and always concerned for his communications, Schwarzenberg was like a month ago, to continue an uninterrupted 

retirement. 

 

From that moment, and it is very clear in his correspondence and in his orders, he was determined to overlook 

Troyes, as he had on the 19th in the morning neglected Arcis, to approach the marshals and feel out the position and 

intentions of Allies.  It mattered little that Schwarzenberg had concentrated the three corps of his left at Troyes.  He 

admitted the possibility of this concentration, and he knew full well that the corps brought from this side by the 

Generalissimo to cover the road of Langres and ensure the retrograde motion of his army, were still, on average, a 

strong step, of 25 kilometers at least, to make (them) reach the banks of the Aube, to the level of Charmont, 

Aubeterre and Voué.22  Their presence in Troyes allowed itself even less to be lent to Prince Schwarzenberg if he 

                                                           
21Macdonald to the Chief of Staff, Villenauxe, 19 March, 6 o'clock in the evening. (Archives of the War.) 

 
22Taxis in his Tagebuch (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32) says about this:  "The Crown Prince of Württemberg who 

had had to make a forced march on the 19th from Nogent-sur-Seine to Troyes was unable to arrive on time, the 20th, 

at Charmont.  Moreover, it would have been better to given the road Voué by which he could have worked on a 
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intended to give battle at Arcis the 20th, as these three corps were unable to get there in time.  The left wing of 

Schwarzenberg could indeed move indifferently around Troyes, either to any point in the course of the Aube, and 

Brienne between Plancy or on Bar-sur-Aube, La Ferté-sur-Aube and Charmont or, finally, up the Seine, then taking 

the direction of Langres. 

 

"Napoleon," writes about this proposal, Lieutenant-General (then Colonel) von Bismarck,23 the commander of the 

cavalry of the IVth Corps, "is admirable after Laon.  His army is reduced from 46,000 to 30,000 men.  His generals 

are discouraged, his troops exhausted, resources diminish visibly.  Nothing bends his energy.  His genius, his 

intrepid spirit are still alive, so fruitful, and his greatness is never manifested in a more striking manner than in this 

crisis.  The victory finally remained the Allies, adding  nothing to their glory and taking nothing away from his."  

"The 19th in the evening," yet said General von Bismarck, "the three corps of the left wing of the main army arrived 

around Troyes.  Wrede and Barclay are staggered between Brienne and Arcis, when Schwarzenberg took the bold 

resolution to waive the concentration in the rear on Bar-sur-Aube and decided to mass around Arcis.  Meanwhile, 

Napoleon, to whom nothing had been able to convince of a combination so little connected with the habits and 

character of the Generalissimo, took up the idea for a moment, to abandon his outflanking of Blücher,24 to turn the 

right of Schwarzenberg to maneuver on his rear and head from Arcis-sur-Aube on Vitry."25 

 

That was the plan he had prepared at the end of February and which could then lead to decisive results. 
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broader front." 

 
23Aufzeichnungen des General-Lieutenants of Friedrich Wilhelm Grafen von Bismarck. 

 
24Correspondence, nos 21524 and 21528. 
  
25Correspondence, nos 21524 and 21528. 


